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a b s t r a c t

This paper reports the first attempt of developing macro-scale auxetic structures based on re-entrant
hexagon design from braided composite materials for civil engineering applications. Braided compos-
ite rods (BCRs) were produced and arranged as longitudinal and horizontal elements to produce three
types of auxetic structures: (1) basic re-entrant hexagon structure, (2) basic structure modified by adding
straight longitudinal elements and (3): structure-2 modified by changing structural angle. The influence
of various material and structural parameters as well as structure type on Poisson's ratio and tensile
properties was thoroughly investigated. The auxetic behaviour was found to strongly depend on the
structural angle and straight elements, resulting in lower auxeticity with lower angles and in presence of
straight elements. Material parameters influenced the auxetic behaviour to a lesser extent and a decrease
in auxetic behaviour was noticed with increase in core fibre linear density and using stiffer fibres such as
carbon. The reverse effect was observed in case of tensile strength and work of rupture. Among these
structures, structure-3 exhibited good auxetic behaviour, balanced tensile properties, and high energy
absorption capacity and their auxetic behaviour could be well predicted with the developed analytical
model. Therefore, these novel structures present good potential for strengthening of civil structures.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Advanced fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) composites find
numerous applications in automobile, marine and aerospace in-
dustries due to their enhanced engineering properties such as low
density, high specific strength and stiffness, high damping char-
acteristics, high fatigue endurance and low thermal co-efficient (in
fibre direction), etc. [1e4]. Recently, composites have been applied
widely in civil engineering applications to replace conventional
materials (concrete and steel) or ceramic based composites [1].
Composites are introduced into structural elements to improve
their flexural resistance, shear strength, confinement, bending
property, etc. [1]. Nowadays, research is being carried out to use
composite materials in structural elements to improve their resis-
tance against earthquake, blast or impact loads caused by

explosions [5]. Capacity to absorb energy is one of the primary
requirements for these applications and, therefore, designing
strengthening materials possessing excellent energy absorption
capability is highly demanding for these structural applications.

Braided composites rods (BCRs) have been introduced in the
civil structural applications for the replacement of steel which
presents serious corrosion problems. Braiding technology is a low
cost andwell established technology inwhich intertwining of three
or more strands of yarns forms tubular fabric structures with
different combinations of linear or twisted core (axial) materials.
Impregnation of axial fibres with polymeric resin before intro-
ducing into the braided structure and subsequent curing forms
composite materials with braided architecture or BCR. The load-
deformation behaviour of braided structures of composites can be
tailored by choosing suitable fibres for the sheath and core com-
ponents. The most commonly used core fibres for civil applications
are glass, basalt and carbon fibres. BCRs offer several advantages
over the other types of FRP rods such as simple and economical
manufacturing process, tailorable mechanical properties and good
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bonding behaviour with cementitious matrices [6e8]. BCRs have
been already demonstrated to possess high potential for applica-
tion in concrete reinforcement andmonitoring [9,10], masonry wall
strengthening [11] and reinforcement of soils for geotechnical ap-
plications [12]. BCRs were used in these applications in the form of
meshes made of longitudinal and transverse elements and
currently, efforts are directed towards arranging these elements in
especial structural designs (such as auxetic), in order to greatly
enhance the energy absorption capacity.

Auxetic materials are special kind of innovative materials which
exhibit negative Poisson's ratio. Unlike conventional materials,
auxetic materials expand in transverse direction in tension and
shrink laterally in compression [13,14]. Auxetic materials are
gaining considerable interest over the past three decades due to
their superior physical properties such as improved strength,
enhanced fracture resistance, superior energy absorption, superior
acoustic behaviour, good indentation resistance, and improved
damping [15e22]. Auxetic materials are available in different forms
starting from micro to nano scale such as liquid crystalline poly-
mers, microporous polymer, fibres, foams, honeycombs, bio-
materials, nano composites, FRP composites, etc. Auxetic compos-
ites can find potential applications in automotive, protection and
aerospace industry, where non-auxetic composites with high spe-
cific strength and stiffness are currently used [13]. The auxetic
property can also be achieved with certain structural designs. In the
last few decades, dissimilar geometric structures and models
exhibiting auxetic behaviour like 2D and 3D re-entrant structures,
rotating rigid/semi-rigid units, chiral structures, etc. have been
proposed, studied and tested for their mechanical properties
[14,17,23e26].

Among many auxetic structural designs, re-entrant hexagon or
bow-tie or butterfly design [27] has been investigated frequently by
several researchers. Re-entrant is the internal geometry of many
structures, which are observed in macro, micro and nano forms
[28]. As of now, re-entrant design was adopted to produce various
auxetic materials such as foam cores of sandwich panel for aero-
space and air filtration applications [24,29,30], flat and warp knit-
ted fabrics [28,31], molecular auxetic, e.g. (n,m) - reflexyne [19,32],
cellular tubes for angioplasty or Annuloplasty rings [33], honey-
comb core from Kevlar/epoxy and recycled rubber for sandwich
panels [34,35], etc.

Till date, development of auxetic structures at macro-scale and
for strengthening of structural elements has been rarely reported.
Recently, the authors developed, for the first time, auxetic struc-
tures from BCRs based on missing rib or lozenge grid and charac-
terized their auxetic and tensile behaviours [36]. Although the
developed structures exhibited negative Poisson's ratio, the struc-
tural parameter (opening between the meshes) and mechanical
property (mainly stiffness at small strains) did not fit verywell with
the requirements of structural applications. Motivated by this
initial study and in searching for a better structural design, attempt
has been made in the present research to develop new types of
auxetic structures from BCR based on re-entrant hexagon design.
According to the author's knowledge, this type of auxetic structures
has been developed for the first time in macro-scale and using
braided composite materials. For the civil engineering applications,
braided composites can be advantageous due to their especial
textured surface providing excellent bonding characteristics with
cementitious materials [11]. The developed auxetic structures were
characterized for their auxetic and tensile behaviours and the in-
fluence of structure type and structural (angle) as well as material
parameters (type of fibre and linear density) was thoroughly
studied. In addition, analytical models have been developed and
the experimental results have been compared with the analytical
results.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

For the production of composite rods, glass fibre roving with
linear density of 1200 tex and 4800 tex was purchased from Owens
Corning, France. For the same purpose, basalt fibre roving with
linear density of 4800 tex and carbon fibre roving with linear
density of 1600 tex were purchased from Basaltex, Belgium and
TohoTenax, Germany, respectively. The epoxy resin used to coat the
structures was supplied by Sika, Germany, in two components:
Biresin CR83 Resin and Biresin CH-83-2 Hardener. The resin and
hardener components were mixed in a weight ratio of 100:30 prior
to application. The important characteristics of fibre and resin
system are listed in Table 1.

2.2. Fabrication of braided composite rods and auxetic structures

Triaxial braided structures were produced in a vertical
braiding machine using polyester multi-filament yarns (with
linear density of 110 tex) in the sheath and glass/basalt/carbon
multi-filament rovings as the core material. During the braiding
process, sixteen polyester filament bobbins were used to supply
the sheath yarns, which were then braided around the core fibres
[6e8]. Produced braided structures were next used to develop
three types of auxetic structures, as shown in Fig. 1. The first
structure (structure-1) was developed using the basic re-entrant
honeycomb design. In structure-2, the basic design was modified
with straight longitudinal rods. Structure-2 was further modified
to improve the tensile behaviour using higher angle of longitu-
dinal rods, resulting in structure-3. For each type, three samples
were produced keeping the total length and width as 40 cm and
11 cm, respectively, with additional length for clamping during
tensile testing. Following steps were performed to produce the
auxetic structures: the auxetic structural design (Fig. 1) was
drawn on a white chart paper; (2) the chart paper was placed on
a board and the braided structures were placed over the drawn
design firmly with help of adhesive tape; (3) the joints were tied
by polyester filaments and epoxy resin was applied over the
structures using a brush; (4) after curing, the structures were
removed from the board. The braided structures after resin
application and curing became circular composites termed as
braided composite rods (BCR). The weight percentage of core
fibre in each of these rods was around 51 ± 2%. Resin application
was necessary to give sufficient mechanical stability to the
braided materials in order to handle them easily and turn them
in to auxetic structures. In absence of resin, there may be slip-
page between the core and sheath as well as between the core
fibres causing poor mechanical properties.

2.3. Parameters of developed structures

In order to study the influence of different parameters, auxetic
structures were produced using different types of core fibre having

Table 1
Physical properties of core fibres and resin.

S. No. Properties Basalt Glass Carbon Epoxy

1 Density (g/cm3) 2.63 2.62 1.77 1.15
2 Filament diameter (mm) 17 e 13 e

3 Tensile strength (MPa) >4000 3100e3800 4400 122
4 Tensile modulus (GPa) 87 80e81 240 3.3
5 Elongation (%) e e 1.8 6.7
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different linear densities (2400 tex, 4800 tex and 6000 tex glass
fibre; 4800 tex basalt fibre and 4800 tex carbon fibre). Moreover,
modification of basic structures through addition of straight lon-
gitudinal rods and change in structural angle resulted in different
structural parameters, which are listed in Table 2 along with ma-
terial parameters.

2.4. Measurement of Poisson's ratio and tensile properties

Themeasurement of Poisson's ratio and tensile properties of the
developed auxetic structures were carried out in a Universal Tensile

Testing Machine. The cross-head speed was kept at 25 mm/min.
White marks were painted on the structures at top, middle and
bottom, as shown in Fig. 2. During tensile testing, the video of
sample deformationwith load was captured using Canon EOS 650D
and later, the video was converted in to images at specific intervals
(per second) using an image analysis software (ImageJ). The dis-
tance between themarks in the structures, both in longitudinal and
transverse directions, was measured in pixels using ImageJ soft-
ware. The longitudinal and transverse strains were then calculated
by using following formulae:

Fig. 1. a) Basic re-entrant honeycomb design, a e horizontal rib length, b e diagonal rib length, c e half of the ‘a’, q e angle formed between diagonal and horizontal rib and a e

angle between diagonal rib to vertical axis, b) auxetic structure developed from BCR (structure-1), c) repeat unit cell of structure-1, d) schematic modified re-entrant hexagon
design, e) structure-2, and f) structure-3.
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εx ¼ xn � x0
x0

(1)

εy ¼ yn � y0
y0

(2)

where xn and yn are the distance between the points at nth loading,
x0 and y0 are the original distance between the marks at zero
loading. The average transverse strain was calculated by averaging

the lateral strains calculated at the middle points (3, 4 and 5, 6).
Similarly, the average longitudinal strain was calculated from lon-
gitudinal strainsmeasured from the left and right points (1, 7 and 2,
8) of the structures [25]. The measurement principle has been
illustrated in Fig. 2b. Later, Poisson's ratio was calculated from the
average strains using Eq. (3):

nxy ¼ �hεxi�
εy
� (3)

Table 2
Material and structural parameters of developed auxetic structures.

Structure Core fibres Core fibre linear density, tex Angle Value (degrees) Rib Length (cm)

1 Glass 2400, 4800, 6000 q 76 a 3.0
Basalt 4800 b 4.1
Carbon 4800

2 Glass 4800 q 76 a 3.0
b 4.1
c 3.0
d 1.0

3 Glass 4800 q 83 a 3.0
b 4.0
c 2.0
d 2.0

Fig. 2. a) Auxetic structure with painted marks, and b) schematic points for strain calculation.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Auxetic behaviour of basic structures

The developed structures based on re-entrant hexagon design
exhibits negative Poisson's ratio. When tensile load is applied to the
structure in longitudinal direction, the angle of longitudinal com-
posite rods become progressively higher, resulting in continuous
straightening of these rods until angle q becomes 90�. Straightening
of longitudinal rods induces outward lateral movements in the
transverse rods, resulting in transverse expansion of the structures
and auxetic behaviour. The maximum transverse deformation in
the structures is achieved when the longitudinal rods become fully
straight and further loading causes extension and finally breakage
of the longitudinal rods. Therefore, under tensile loading, the lon-
gitudinal rods initially undergo straightening and subsequently,
tensile extension and breakage and the transverse expansion of the
structures mainly occurs during straightening of the longitudinal
elements. To illustrate this point, the deformation of a repeat unit
cell at various stages during tensile testing is presented in Fig. 3.

3.2. Effect of core fibre on auxetic behaviour

In order to investigate the influence of core fibre type, auxetic
structures were produced with braided rods consisting of glass,
basalt and carbon core fibres with same linear density, 4800 tex. As
shown in Fig. 4 and listed in Table 3, the core fibre type exhibit
significant influence on auxetic behaviour and the trend of Pois-
son's ratio change with longitudinal strain is same for all the fibres.
Poisson's ratio first increases with strain and then decreases with
further strain increase.

The decrease in Poisson's ratio after certain strain level is
attributed to the restriction in the free transverse movement of the
structures by the clamping systems present at top and bottom of

the structures. This results in first bending and subsequently
breakage of the transverse rods prior to the longitudinal rods'
failure. The highest auxetic behaviour is noticed for glass fibre
structure, followed by basalt and carbon fibre structures. Maximum
Poisson's ratio obtained with glass fibrewas ~8% and ~11% higher as
compared to basalt and carbon fibre based structures, respectively.
This difference in auxetic behaviour of the structures is related to
their stiffness. The stiffer fibre based structures (carbon) showmore
resistance to deformation and therefore, results in lower Poison's
ratio. Therefore, the developed structures shows Poisson's ratio in
the following order, which is reverse to the stiffness of core fibres:
Poisson's ratio glass structure > Poisson's ratio basalt structure > Pois-
son's ratio carbon structure.

Fig. 3. a) Schematic of unit cell with force and movement and b) deformation of repeat unit cell of basic auxetic structure at different stages during tensile loading.

Fig. 4. Auxetic behaviour of structure-1 containing different types of core fibres (linear
density 4800 tex).
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3.3. Effect of linear density of braided composite rods on auxetic
behaviour

The influence of linear density of core fibres on Poisson's ratio of
developed structures can be noticed from Table 4 and Fig. 5. It is
also clear from Table 4 that the diameter of BCRs increases with
increasing linear density of core fibre. An increase in linear density
of core fibres results in decrease in the auxetic behaviour of
developed structures. A decrease in negative Poisson's ratio by ~17%
is noticed by increasing glass core linear density from 2400 tex to
6000 tex. This is attributed to the fact that higher diameter (i.e. high
linear density core) horizontal and vertical elements present more
resistance towards deformation resulting in lower structural
movement and Poisson's ratio.

3.4. Effect of structural angle on auxetic behaviour

Table 5 shows the influence of structural angle q on Poisson's
ratio of structure-1. It should be noted that q has been measured
from the same structure during tensile deformation at different
strain levels. It can be seen that an increase in q by keeping other
structural parameters ‘a’ and ‘b’ constant, Poisson's ratio increases.
This is due to the fact that when the angle of longitudinal rods
increases, they take higher axial loads as compared to the rods with
lower angles, leading to higher structural deformation and Pois-
son's ratio. By changing q from 74.5 to 85.0, Poisson's ratio increases
by 54%. Therefore, it is possible to obtain auxetic structures with
different Poisson's ratio through easy adjustment of their structural
angles.

3.5. Influence of structural modification on auxetic behaviour

The re-entrant auxetic structure, i.e. the basic structure was
modified with straight longitudinal rods to improve their tensile
behaviour, so that these auxetic structures will be suitable for
strengthening of structural elements. The auxetic behaviour of the
modified structure is shown in Fig. 6. The results show that auxetic
behaviour of structure-2 (Fig. 6a) decreases as compared to the
basic structure and the maximum achievable Poisson's ratio
is �3.76. The overall decrease in the Poisson's ratio of structure-2 is
attributed to the resistance of the straight rods towards deforma-
tion of structures. The trend of Poisson's ratio change with tensile
strain is, however, very similar to the basic structure, except a strain

region (indicated in the graph by arrow) in which Poisson's ratio
decreases with strain. This region is due to the breakage of straight
longitudinal rods, after which load is completely transferred to the
diagonal longitudinal rods and the structure behaves again in the
similar way to the basic structure. However, structure-3, in which
the angle was further increased besides incorporating straight
longitudinal rods, shows similar behaviour to the basic structure.
The region in which Poisson's ratio decreases with strain, as
observed in case of structure-2, is absent due towell balance of load
sharing by the straight and diagonal longitudinal rods and smooth
transfer of load, once the straight rods break. Poisson's ratio is also
higher in this case due to higher structural angle, as shown in
Fig. 6b, reaching maximum Poisson's ratio of �5.93.

4. Analytical model

4.1. Analytical model for Structure-1: calculation of strain and
Poisson's ratio

The re-entrant auxetic structure (Fig. 1b) will expand trans-
versely while load applied in longitudinal direction. This is due to
fact that diagonal longitudinal ribs or elements will move to the

Table 3
Poisson's ratio of auxetic structures produced from glass, basalt and carbon fibres.

Core fibre (tex) Type of fibre Average diameter of BCR (mm) Average Max. Poisson's ratio Percentage of change in Poisson's ratio w.r.t glass

4800 Glass 2.39 (2.08) �8.04 (3.29) e

4800 Basalt 2.39 (3.24) �7.37 (6.32) 8.3

4800 Carbon 2.91 (4.00) �7.20 (4.17) 10.4

Note: the values in the bracket are CV%.

Table 4
Poisson's ratio of auxetic structures produced from glass fibres with different linear densities.

Glass fibre (Tex) Average diameter of BCR (mm) Average Max. Poisson's ratio Percentage of change in Poisson's ratio w.r.t 2400 tex

2400 2.06 (3.90) �9.00 (4.24) e

4800 2.39 (2.08) �8.04 (3.29) 10.7

6000 2.73 (2.45) �7.47 (3.03) 17.0

Note: the values in the bracket are CV%.

Fig. 5. Auxetic behaviour of structure-1 having different linear density of glass fibre
roving as core.
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vertical disposition, which results an increase in the distance be-
tween the diagonal elements through the connection of horizontal
elements. Consequently, the auxetic effect is achieved. Based on the
geometrical analysis, Poisson's ratio (n), axial strain (εaÞ and
transverse strain of the re-entrant auxetic structure formed with
rigid rods can be theoretically calculated by following formulae's
[28],

n ¼ b sin q0ðcos q0 � cos qÞ
ða� b cos q0Þðsin q0 � sin qÞ (4)

εa ¼ sin q

sin q0
� 1 (5)

εT ¼
bðcos q0 � cos qÞ
ða� b cos q0Þ

(6)

The auxetic behaviour of structure-1 has been calculated using
Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) and compared with experimental values in Fig. 7.
The parameters a, b and angle q which are required for analytical
calculations are measured from images taken during testing at
different stages. Poisson's ratio values are calculated until the
structures deform transversely. The results show that the analytical
Poisson's ratio is larger compared to experimental Poisson's ratio
but the trend of its changes are similar. This can be due to different
factors: (a) clamping method during the tests: the analytical
method considers free deformation in the transverse direction,
whereas during experimental evaluation, clamping systems at top
and bottom do not allow free movement of the structures in the
transverse direction. Although the experimental calculation of the
Poisson's ratio is performed in the middle of the structure, there
still can be some boundary conditions effects; (b) hindrance to the
free movement at the joints: as the undulated elements of the
auxetic structures were produced by bending a continuous rod, the
joints of the bent elements are truly not the hinging points, where
complete free rotation of the elements are possible. Hindrance to
the free movement at these points may also reduce the transverse
deformation and experimental Poisson's ratio; and (c) assumptions
considered in the developed analytical model: the analytical

Table 5
Structural angle and Poisson's ratio of structure-1 at various stages of loading.

Stage Angle q Experimental

Transverse strain, % Longitudinal strain, % Poisson's ratio Percentage increase in Poisson's ratio w.r.t stage 1

1 74.5 1.03 0.22 �4.57
2 77.0 7.41 1.58 �4.70 2.8

3 80.0 16.53 2.63 �6.28 37.4

4 81.5 19.22 2.89 �6.64 45.3

5 83.0 24.94 3.69 �6.70 46.6

6 85.0 29.66 4.21 �7.05 54.3

a e 2.89 cm and b e 3.98 cm.

Fig. 6. a) Auxetic behaviour of structure-2 made of glass fibre BCRs, b) Auxetic
behaviour of structure-3 made of glass fibre BCRs.

Fig. 7. Poisson's ratio of auxetic structure-1: analytical vs. experimental results.
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formulae are developed based on the assumption that only hinging
mechanisms at the joints are governing the deformation of the
structure. This means that it is assumed that the ribs are rigid, they
do not change in length or bend, and they can rotate freely at the rib
bases. Even though BCRs are rigid, there may be always small
flexural deformation, which is not taken into account in the
analytical model. On the other hand, the ribs may also stretch in
large longitudinal strains which is also not taken into account. If
these deformations are considered in the analytical model, it will
provide larger longitudinal strains at the same transverse strains
and thus smaller Poisson's ratio.

4.2. Analytical model for Structure-2: calculation of strains and
Poisson's ratio

To study the auxetic behaviour of structure-2 analytically, the
same equation, i.e. Eq. (5) can be used to calculate the longitudinal
strains as a function of angle, q. However, Eq. (6) needs some
revision as the unit cell is different in this structure. According to
the experimental observations, the deformational mode of the
structure is presented in Fig. 8. Assuming that the whole tested
structure is a unit cell, the transverse strain can be written as
presented in Eq. (7). The width of the structure (unit cell) is taken
equal to l. Having the change of the unit cell width in each load
level, Dl, the transverse strain can be obtained as εT ¼ Dl

l . The

deformed shape and free body diagram of half of the unit cell (due
to its symmetry) is presented in Fig. 8. According to this diagram,
the width can be obtained as L

2 ¼ d
2þ cþ ða� bCosqÞ. The changes

in the width with the changes of q can be obtained as

Fig. 8. a) Unit cell of structure-2, b) load and momentum act on the unit cell while axial loading, and c) unit cell displacement during tensile loading.

Fig. 9. Poisson's ratio of the structure-2: analytical vs. experimental results.
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Dl=2 ¼ bðCosq� Cosq0Þ leading to the following relation for the
transverse strain:

εT ¼
Dl
l
¼ 2b½Cosqn� Cosq0�

l
(7)

Using the longitudinal and transverse strains, the structural
Poisson's ratio can be obtained. Poisson's ratio of this structure
calculated by analytical and experimental methods are shown in
the Fig. 9. The result shows that Poisson's ratio calculated analyti-
cally is almost similar to experimental values. It is found that the
Poisson's ratio of Structure-2 can be predicted using given analyt-
ical formulae.

5. Tensile properties of auxetic structures

5.1. Tensile behaviour of developed auxetic structures

The tensile properties of different auxetic structures are listed
Table 6. It can be noticed that the maximum tensile load is the
highest for carbon, followed by basalt and glass. The tensile load
bearing capacity of these structures is strongly dependent on the
core fibre's tensile properties and the use of stronger fibre in the
core results in higher tensile strength. Typical tensile behaviours of
structure-1, 2 and 3 are shown in the Fig. 10a, b and c, respectively.

The results show that the tensile behaviour of structure-2 is
completely different from structure-1 and structure-3. Even
straight longitudinal rods are incorporated in structure-2, it shows
lower tensile strength as compared to the basic structure due to
uneven distribution of loads between the straight and diagonal
longitudinal elements. Load is first taken by the straight rods when
the diagonal rods start to become straight. By the time the diagonal
rods become fully straight, the straight rods get fully extended and
break, suddenly transferring the load to the diagonal rods, leading
to their extension and breakage.

As these two types of longitudinal elements do not work
together, structure-2 possess inferior mechanical properties than
other structures. On the contrary, in case of structure-3, it is
possible to enhance the tensile load bearing capacity by adding
straight elements and also increasing diagonal rod angle. In this
case, the diagonal rods take up load quickly much before the
complete extension of straight rods and an even sharing of loads
occurs by these two elements. As these two types of rods work
together in structure-3, the tensile strength of structure-3 is
significantly higher than the other two types of structures. In
addition, as the diagonal longitudinal rods first straighten and then
extend, the lower is the angle, the more will be the straightening
action causing damage and reducing subsequent load bearing ca-
pacity of the longitudinal elements. At higher angle, there is less
possibility of damage during this period, resulting in higher tensile
strength of structures. This may be another reason for higher ten-
sile properties of structure-3.

Table 6
Tensile properties of various developed auxetic structures.

Structure Fibre type Tex Avg. Max. Tensile load, kN Avg. Elongation at max. Tensile load, % Avg. Work of rupture, J

S e 1 Glass 2400 9.21 (0.46) 5.72 (2.10) 93.31 (4.82)
S e 1 Glass 4800 10.40 (8.33) 5.14 (5.45) 98.20 (9.40)
S e 1 Glass 6000 15.43 (8.33) 4.82 (9.63) 139.40 (11.82)
S e 1 Basalt 4800 14.58 (9.85) 5.92 (10.88) 147.00 (8.85)
S e 1 Carbon 4800 22.25 (12.08) 6.20 (12.49) 257.20 (3.68)
S e 2 Glass 4800 8.23 (7.31) 4.90 (6.57) 93.7 (4.96)
S e 3 Glass 4800 15.23 (0.88) 4.04 (12.15) 150.9 (9.00)

Note: values in the bracket are CV%.

Fig. 10. a) Tensile behaviour of structure-1 made of glass fibre BCRs, b) Tensile
behaviour of structure-2 made of glass fibre BCRs, c) Tensile behaviour of structure-3
made of glass fibre BCRs.
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5.2. Failure mode of auxetic structures

The failure modes of the developed auxetic structures are
shown in Fig. 11. In these auxetic structures the linking points or
ribs bases are the weak points and thus failure occurred in these
locations due to stress concentration (shown by arrows in Fig. 11a).
In the modified structures (structure-2, 3), the failure first occurred
in the straight rods as they are subjected to much higher stresses as
compared to the bent rods (shown by arrows in Fig. 11b, d). Once
the straight elements were broken, load was fully transferred to the
bent elements leading to their straightening and finally breakage at
their weak locations (shown by arrows in Fig. 11c and e).

5.3. Work of rupture of auxetic structures

Work of rupture (WOR) or energy required to break the struc-
tures has been calculated from the area under the load-elongation
curve and presented in Table 6. Similar to tensile strength, work of
rupture also increases with increase in linear density of glass fibre
in case of structure-1 and is higher for higher strength core fibres,
i.e. WOR glass <WOR basalt <WOR carbon. Likewise, work of rupture
for different structures also follows the same trend as the tensile
strength, i.e. WOR structure-2 < WOR structure-1 < WOR structure-3. As
structure-3 exhibits the highest work of rupture and tensile prop-
erty among these three structures, it is recommended for structural
applications. Incorporation of straight longitudinal rods to the basic
auxetic design and selection of a proper structural angle leads to
good balance between auxetic and mechanical behaviours.

6. Conclusions

In this research, novel auxetic structures at macro-scale was
developed using braided composite rods and the influence of
various structural and material parameters on both auxetic and
tensile properties was thoroughly studied and compared with
analytical models. Following major conclusions can be drawn from
the present research:

The developed auxetic structures exhibit negative Poisson's ra-
tio with maximum value of �9.00. Poisson's ratio of these struc-
tures strongly depends on the structural parameters such as
structural angle, and also dependent to a lesser extent on the ma-
terial parameters such as core fibre type and linear density. Tensile
behaviour of the auxetic structures also depends significantly on
the material and structural parameters. Higher tensile strength is
observed in structures developed using stronger fibres
(carbon > basalt > glass) and with higher linear density
(6000 tex > 4800 tex > 2400 tex). It is also possible to tailor the
mechanical properties of developed structures through incorpo-
ration of additional straight longitudinal elements. The structures
developed using straight longitudinal elements (structure-2),
however, exhibit lower Poison's ratio and tensile properties
compared to the basic structures. Further modification of structure-
2 by increasing angle q (i.e. structure-3) results in higher Poisson's
ratio (�5.93), tensile strength as well as work of rupture. Among
the different fibres, carbon based auxetic structures exhibit the
highest work of rupture, followed by basalt and glass. An increase in
liner density of core fibres also increases the work of rupture of the
auxetic structures.

The experimental results show that structure-3 is suitable for
structural applications as it provides both suitable auxetic behav-
iour (negative Poison's ratio) as well as mechanical performance
(higher tensile strength and work of rupture or energy absorption
capability). This composite material (structure-3) can be beneficial
for protecting civil structural elements (both concrete elements and
masonry walls) under impact, explosion and seismic loads due to
its ductile failure. Also, these structures can be designed easily with
the help of the analytical model developed within this study.
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Fig. 11. Failure mode of developed auxetic structures. a) Breakage of bent rods in structure-1, b) breakage of straight rods in structure-2, c) breakage of bent rods in structure-2, d)
breakage of straight rods in structure-3, and e) breakage of bent rods in structure-3.
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